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affect those working round about (who, if employees of the
operator, are not third parties), including the employees of
contractors engaged upon the premises who will be third parties
so far as the operator is concerned.
If it should happen that no exposure record, by means of
sensitized badges or otherwise, has been maintained for each
such person, then it is conceivable that there may be consider-
able difficulties in any claim which may follow exposure. Pre-
sumably, if the exposure is serious, the effects may be evident
soon after the happening of the incident, but after even con-
trolled exposure has taken place over a very long period, there
may be difficulty in determining at what point the exposure
became accidental or unintentional. Moreover, there can be
the complications created by the time factor, in the sense that
if an injury or, indeed, an illness becomes manifest some years
after an event, it may be difficult for the claimant to bring
together sufficiently convincing evidence as to when and how he
sustained the injury concerned. As time goes on, methods of
dealing with problems of this kind will doubtless be found, but
for the present difficulties may well exist.
Sedans Claims
In a consideration of the more serious claims which may arise
out of the operation of nuclear reactors, an effort must be made
to visualise the circumstances In the event of a catastrophe. A
catastrophe could exist when, by an accident after something
had gone wrong inside the reactor, there was a fracture In the
outer casing which permitted the escape of radioactive fission
products Into the atmosphere in the form of gases or dusts or
into the rivers or streams if liquids were concerned. If gases or
dusts were Involved these might likewise contaminate watersheds
or water courses round about, provided a sufficient quantity of
the radioactive substances had in some way or other been
distributed. Damage could be spread over a considerable area.
Bodily Injuries
The first consideration would be the removal of persons from
the affected area. This is not likely to be the function of
Insurers, since it Is to be expected that only governmental or
local authorities would be able effectively to handle such
arrangements. Indeed, they would seem to be the only parties
likely to have powers to do so. It is also foreseen that regula-
tions which will be made under the provisions of the Nuclear
Installations (Licensing and Insurance) Act, 1959, will require
the local authorities in such an eventuality to keep records of
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